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QUESTION 1

The following On-Error trigger was written to give users a more meaningful message when they press the Up key when
the cursor is in the first record (the FRM-40100 error) and to display default messages for all other errors: 

IF message_code = 40100 THEN 

MESSAGE(\\'You are already at the first record\\'); 

ELSE 

MESSAGE(message_type || \\'-\\' || 

to_char(message_code) || \\': \\' || message_text); 

END IF; 

When you test the form, you still get the FRM-40100 message when you press the Up key while the cursor is in the first
record. Your custom message does not appear. 

What corrections can you make so that the code functions properly? 

A. Change all occurrences of message_code, message_type, and message_text to error_code, error_type, and
error_text. 

B. Eliminate the to_char function because message_code is a varchar2 value. 

C. To keep the remaining code from executing, add after the second line: RAISE FORM_TRIGGER_FAILURE; 

D. Change all occurrences of message_code, message_type, and message_text to DBMS_error_code,
DBMS_error_type, and DBMS_error_text. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

The Orders form has two Record Groups: the SHIP Record Group that was created at design time, and the SOLD
Record Group that was created at run time. You are required to write a Program Unit that will delete both Record
Groups. 

Which two statements describe your situation? (Select two.) 

A. You cannot delete Record Group SOLD at run time. 

B. You cannot delete Record Group SHIP at run time. 

C. You should delete Record Group SOLD with built-in DELETE_GROUP(\\'SOLD\\'); 

D. You should delete Record Group SHIP with built-in DELETE_GROUP(\\'SHIP\\'); 

E. You should delete Record Group SOLD with built-in DELETE_GROUP_ROW(\\'SOLD\\',ALL_ROWS); 
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F. You should delete Record Group SHIP with built-in DELETE_GROUP_ROW(\\'SHIP\\',ALL_ROWS); 

Correct Answer: BC  

 

QUESTION 3

You have been asked to define a data block based on a query that is dependent on SQL only. The data will not be
updated by the user. Selection of the tables to be queried will be decided by the user at run time. How should you define
the appropriate data source? 

A. Define a data block based on a Ref Cursor. 

B. Define a data block based on a Table of Records. 

C. Define a data block based on a From Clause query. 

D. Define a data block based on a combination of a Ref Cursor and a Table of Records. 

E. Define a data block based on a From Clause query and define Transactional triggers for controlling DML statements. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You are developing a form that serves as a front end to access the Order Entry application. Within the form you want to
store the usernames of those users who have permission to run the application. This information is accessed when the
form starts up to determine if the user is authorized. The list of usernames is not stored in the database and should not
be visible to users. 

How will you store this information? 

A. In a list item 

B. In a list of values 

C. In a set of parameters 

D. In a record group 

E. You cannot store this information within a form; you must create a database table to store it and query the information
at run time. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You are developing a customer information application for a pay television company. The customer\\'s home telephone
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number is used as the account number for the customer. Clerks must be able to update the telephone number in case
of changes or data entry errors. 

A data entry clerk will typically open several forms from the Customers form that are synchronized with the currently
selected customer using a global variable containing the telephone number. 

Although you also need to modify the other forms, what two triggers should you code in the Customers form to keep the
forms synchronized in case the data entry clerk updates the telephone number or selects a different customer? (Choose
two.) 

A. Pre-Query 

B. Post-Query 

C. Key-Next-Record 

D. When-New-Record-Instance 

E. When-Validate-Item for the phone number item 

F. When-New-Item-Instance for the phone number item 

Correct Answer: DE 
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